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Swedish Grammy winner in 1994. Melodic guitar music with influences from classical and folk music in a

modern package. 8 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Contemporary, FOLK: Gentle Details: SWEDISH

GRAMMY-WINNER IN THE INSTRUMENTAL GENRE On "Sex Tio tv", my third album, the acoustic

guitar once again takes the leading roll. For me, its direct, natural feel is preferable to that of the electric.

Exhilarated melancholy, a feeling I love and try to convey, is easier to express with the acoustic guitar. On

"Sex Tio Tv" all the titles are in Swedish. There is a thought and source of inspiration behind that. A few

examples; "Ebba Brun" ("Ebba" is a Swedish name. "Brun" means brown) - Ebba was the name of my

family's brown Vorsteh dog, a happy, ball-crazy dog. "Gonda Strlar" ("Gonda" is a fantasy name. "Strlar"

are beams)- is what I call the cleanest light, the light of dawn. "Dansadin..." ("Now you dance, you son

of...") - is referring to the love-hate relationship I have with the guitar. Strictly but fairly it tells me -

"practice more and I will give you what you want". The cover of "Sex Tio Tv" is an oil painting of mine.I

love to paint and feel that it influences and inspires me in my creation of music. Apart from what you see

in the painting (6 strings, 10 fingers and 2 souls), the title also refers to the year I was born, 1962. Best

regards. Erik Borelius "Wild, beautiful. Soft, melodious. Rythmic attacks with a raw and honest force!

Tasty  delightful, sweet  salt. "SexTioTv" has got it all" (motivation of the GRAMMY-jury) "He allows the

acoustic guitar to play the leading role and lets of a string of surprising beautiful melodies... superb".

(Norra Vsterbotten) "Erik is a virtuoso guitarist with a fasthanded,technical and creative style. Smart and

impressively clever..." (Gteborgs-Posten)
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